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Now, I want to replace the "null" value with the second value from the list. How can I do that? A: You can use a Series.replace
with an option to specify multiple cases df['x'] = df['x'].apply(lambda x: [df['abc'].loc[int(x)].values if x in x.split(',' ) else 'null'
for x in x.split(',' )] ) Blue M.E. Designed for the “Active Weekend Participant”, this high-performance footwear is equipped
with a series of innovative features, ensuring comfort and a secure fit during your athletic endeavors. The material used in the
upper of this shoe is significantly lighter than its predecessor, providing an optimized fit without compromising durability.
Additionally, the insole is supplied with a soft layer of foam, which prevents constriction of the foot, an important issue for
those training or racing in the morning.Q: What are the different forms of 理 have in Chinese? I'm confused as to what is the
difference between 理, 理不足, and 理通, and any of them used for mathematical formulas? A: A formula is a collection of concepts
or rules used to describe something. I'd describe a Chinese formula (or more generally formulaic Chinese) in two parts: Цитаты
are literal quotations of a passage from an ancient book. Примеры are examples of the combination of the concepts described in
the formula in an actual situation. 理 can mean both formulas and examples, but is generally used for the latter. But then the
word 理 is used in 3 different ways here in Chinese. 理 | 理通 理 | 了解 理 | 定规 理通 is the most frequent use in this context, it can be
translated as: know the rules know the set of rules that can be applied in this context know the examples know the examples that
can be used in this context know the sentences that can be used in this context know the sentences that can be used in this
context know the sentences that can be used in this context know the sentences that can be used in this context etc f678ea9f9e
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